


WELCOME TO ISSUE #13 OF THE HOUSE 
OF TARG ZINE - OUR SPECIAL YEAR ONE 
ANNIVERSARY EDITION!!! 
Well it’s been an amazing year and we couldn’t be 
more stoked on how things have progressed - we 
opened TARG to an excited crowd for the fi rst time on 
April 17th 2014 and have spent the last year putting on 
great shows, perfecting our perogi recipes and service, seeking out 
exciting new games to add to our ever growing lineup of classic arcades and 
pinball - it’s been a wild ride!! We are very proud of all our accomplishments 
and thankful for all the support we have received from every corner of our 
community - we promised to serve you to the best of our ability and would 
like to take this opportunity to re-affi rm our commitment to everyone who 
makes TARG a place where dreams come true and magic exists. I’d like to 
personally thank my partners Mark McHale and Kevin Birger for believing in 
me when TARG was just an idea that seemed impossible - your positivity, 
strength, dedication and friendship is a rare gift that I will always treasure. 
I would also like to thank all the TARG staff that have joined us on this 
adventure (perogi wizards, elixir wizards, sound wizards, security wizards, 
operator wizards, bearded wizards, vinyl wizards, maker wizards and 
honorary wizards) for all your hard work, creativity and dedication over the 
past year - we have become a tightly knit family of friends who support and 
encourage each other and I am reminded on a daily basis of your patience 
and kindness with each other and the patrons we serve. We have achieved so 
many dreams/goals and have so much more to do - Welcome to the House of 
TARG, year two!! – Yogi

WORDS FROM THE

WIZARD



No, it’s not ROD STEWART on a 
good hair day, it’s our Perogi Wizard 
Sammy. This hilarious Moncton 
transplant is also the lead screamer 
for the brutally kaotic noise punk 
band SILENT ORDER & organizes 
the BLEAK LIFE PUNK FESTIVAL 
taking place at TARG May 1 & 2. 
Sammy is also an excellent pinball 
player but has been in a high score 
slump since his fave machine 
DRACULA left the arcade. Don’t 
give up Sammy… love never dies.

TOP 3 FAVE ALBUMS?
Discharge - Why, Deathside - Wasted 
Dream, Swankys - Very best of Hero

FAVE SHOW(S) AT TARG
Wankys/Aspects of War @ Bleak Life 
2014 (am i allowed to say that?)

FIRST CONCERT
Sharon, Lois & Bram

FAVE STUPID MOVIE 
Class of Nuke ‘Em High

FAVE COMEDIAN
Rik Mayall

GAMES YOU ARE PLAYING @ HOME?
Been trying to beat Nethack since ‘95!

FAVE OTTAWA RESTAURANT
Right now all I care about is banh mi, & 
Quê Hùóng on Somerset.

WIZARD
OF THE MONTH

SAMMY

OTTAWA PUNK  PINBALL 
TOURNAMENT 

TARG YEAR ONE ANNIVERSARY EDITION
PRESENTED BY OTTAWA PUNK PINBALL

This will be a IFPA Sanctioned Pinball 
Tournament Head-to-Head, 2/3 Strike 

Knockout Format *, Best 2 out of 3 
Games.

ALL AGES/ALL SKILL LEVELS 
WELCOME! WIN PRIZES!

SUN APRIL 19 2015
Registration/Practice: 11am
Tournament Starts @ 12:30pm sharp
Cover: $5 entry fee + Pay For Your 
Credits

Be sure to follow Ottawa Punk Pinball
Facebook: Ottawa Punk Pinball League
Instagram: @ottawapunkpinball
Twitter: @punkpinball

This 3rd release by HIGH ON FIRE 
is where they truly found their sound 
& perfected the balance between 
thrashy sludge metal & bone 
crushing doom metal. Comparisons 
are sometimes drawn between this 
band and Matt Pike’s previous band 
SLEEP. It’s pretty clear that aside from 
occasionally being classifi ed under 
the stoner metal category (which I 
feel H.O.F are a bit too aggressive 
to belong to), there are really no 
similarities between the two bands at 
this point in H.O.F’s career.

It kicks off with DEVILUTION, 
a thrashy piece that retains the 
signature H.O.F sludgy guitar tone, 
a feature that defi nes them as one of 
the world’s heaviest bands. THE FACE 
OF OBLIVION is the perfect track to 
follow because of its high ranking 
on the headbangability scale. Things 
calm down a bit with BROTHER IN 
THE WIND (probably the closest 
H.O.F will ever come to writing a 
ballad). COMETH DOWN HESSIAN 

is pure thrash worship & is arguably 
the best track on the album. The title 
track clocks in with 7 minutes of doom 
& destruction to slow the pace down 
but there are still a couple of fast tracks 
left. SILVER BACK sounds like H.O.F’s 
take on punk style riffage, and fi nally 
the disappointing Judas Priest cover 
RAPID FIRE. Covering classic songs 
isn’t necessarily bad but it this case 
the effort doesn’t cut it.

The rhythm section of DES KENSEL 
& JOE PRESTON hold up very 
well, although the drum production 
sounds a bit thin when compared to 
SURROUNDED BY THIEVES. That 
said, his drumming is still great, whether 
pounding along on the slower tracks, 
or frantically on the faster tracks.

Overall, this album really does deserve 
classic status & H.O.F. is defi nitely more 
than worthy of it’s unoffi cial status as 
the modern day MOTORHEAD.

LOYAL TARGIANS, AS MOST OF YOU KNOW 
(OR DON’T, IF YOU USUALLY SKIP THIS 
COLUMN) I TEND TO REVIEW CLASSIC 
ALBUMS FROM THE 80s & 90s, HOWEVER, 
THIS MONTH I’D LIKE TO TAKE A LOOK 
AT AN ALBUM THAT WILL ONE DAY BE 
CONSIDERED A CLASSIC: BLESSED BLACK 
WINGS, BY THE SLUDGE/DOOM METAL 
GODS, HIGH ON FIRE.



It’s 3 AM. Loud, staggered banging on my front door wakes me. It’s my good 
pal Gary. He’s been at House of TARG all night. He’s a bit freaked out. While 
playing Street Fighter, emptying his entire laundry change supply into the game, 
he suddenly heard Pinball Wizard by The Who blasting real loud from behind 
the red velvet curtains draped on the wall behind the stage. He tells me he swore 
that Painkiller by Judas Priest was playing, but he distinctly heard Pinball Wizard 
coming from behind the curtain. He then tells me he saw a fl ash of white light 
peak out the side of the curtain. I’m in my housecoat staring at the ceiling at this 
point. Being quite fearless, Gary spent little time questioning it and pulled the red 
velvet curtain from the wall. I knew then I needed to put him to bed. He tells me 
that on the other side of the curtain was another stage, except this stage had The 
Who playing live to a huge crowd in a beautiful old movie theater. With this, Gary 
was asleep.

OKAY, THIS IS WHAT WE KNOW
Those red curtains behind the stage at House 
of TARG are originally from the famed Capitol 
Theater once located at the corner of Bank St. 
& Sparks St. Built in 1920, this theater sat 2530 
people, making it the largest theater ever built in 
Ottawa. With it’s grand staircases & chandeliers 
it was a truly magnifi cent venue. Later on, this 
theater hosted concerts. Most notably, Jimi 
Hendrix performed there in 1968, and yes, The 
Who stumbled in only weeks after Woodstock 
on October 15. 1969; 14 songs into the set, they 
played Pinball Wizard - soaking all that sound 
and history into those red velvet curtains. The 
Capitol was demolished in 1970 but local sound 
wizard Doug Millar salvaged some Capitol 
artifacts from the Barrymore’s basement and 
now those magnifi cent curtains provide the 
backdrop to the House of TARG stage.
About the author: FATS writes for www.rockandrolljunkie.com a fun pop culture/music/rock 
lifestyle blog with loads of fun reading. 

BY: FATS from www.rockandrolljunkie.com HEY THERE SLO’ TOM: CAN YOU RECOMMEND THE BEST PUBLIC 
TOILETS AROUND TOWN?  
– Signed, Gotta Go!

Dear Gotta Go: I’m glad you asked this – everybody who knows me 
understands how seriously I take this topic! My favourite has to be the 
crapper at the Bronson Harvey’s. Single stall, roomy and clean, and the 
piped in tunes are terrifi c. Last time I was there it was all 70’s funk!  Other 
great spots to check out are the WC’s at Quinn’s (classy!) and the rest 
rooms at Randall’s (but ya hafta pretend you’re gonna buy a paint brush 
or something). Of course, stall #2 at Targ will always have a special place 
in my heart. Sorry gals, despite repeated questioning, Mrs. Slo’ refused to 
help me shed light on the best Ladie’s Room.   

HEY TOMMER!  I’M TURNING 40 THIS YEAR AND I’VE NEVER HAD 
A MOHAWK.  AM I TOO OLD? – Signed, Geriatric X

Hey Geriatric X: Good question! Deciding to “hawk out” for the summer 
can be a really big decision. Age is actually a less important factor than 
you might think. The important things are: A) do you wear glasses? If so, 
forget it - mohawks & glasses do NOT mix. B) Do you have enough hair?  A 
balding guy with a ‘hawk is kinda sad. C) Are you sure you can pull it off? 
If you answered “yes” or “no”  then… uh, what was the question again?

HI SLO’:  DO YOU HAVE ANY WEIRD FOOD RULES YOU CAN SHARE 
WITH YOUR READERS? – Signed, Questioningly – Hungreee!

Dear Hungreee!: As a matter of fact, I do!  Here’s some suggestions 
to get you started: I never mix fruit with meat OR fruit with vegetables. 
In other words, fruit must be consumed alone. No apple sauce on your 
porkchop, no pineapple on your pizza, no grapes in your salad. Why?  Hey, 
it’s the rule! I never eat meat from chip trucks. Fries are ok – burgers are 
forbidden! I always avoid gravy from an unknown source. Ladle it on at 
your Mom’s house… but steer clear at a diner – they’re hiding something!

CATCH SLO’ TOM & THE HANDSOME DEVILS AT TARG WITH
JERRY LEGER THURS APRIL 30.



THE SECRET LIVES OF HEROES + A 
SERIOUS ARCADE TIP FROM OBI-WAN!



#5. GENERACION SUICIDA
from LA & PURA MANIA 
from Vancouver. Latino punk 
rock that tore us all a new 
one.

#3. PUP - opening night. 
Place was jam packed & it 
was an incredibly welcoming 
night for TARG. Even our 
Mayor made an appearance!

#1. NEIL 
HAMBURGER. 
Comedy at TARG? 
Yep! And Neil freakin’ 
Hamburger! Every 
machine was turned off, 
and it was amazing.

HONORABLE MENTIONS 
Merchandise, Nuclear 
Neighbourhood movie 
showing, B.A. Johnston, 
The Cramps cover band 
on Halloween, Cress from 
England and Appalachian 
Terror Unit from West 
Virginia

#4. QUINTRON & MISS 
PUSSYCAT - A puppet 
show with weirdo indie 
noise rock. Words can’t 
explain this magical night.

#2. SETE STAR SEPT.- An Aug 
Mon night & barely anyone was 
there, but this two piece from 
Tokyo, Japan obliterated my 
ears with blistering grindcore!

SINCE OPENING NIGHT AUG 17 2014, HOUSE OF TARG HAS 
BEEN HOST TO OVER 340 BANDS FROM ALL OVER THE 
WORLD. AS ONE OF THE BAR-BACK’S, I GOT TO SEE MOST 
OF THESE GIGS! HERE ARE MY TOP 5 SHOWS AT DURING 
YEAR ONE.

WIZARD CHALLENGE
HERE ARE A FEW MISSIONS FOR YOU TO ACCOMPLISH WHILE AT TARG. 
KEEP TRACK BY CHECKING OFF EACH TASK. TAKING THIS CHALLENGE 
AS TEAM IS SUPER FUN. GOOD LUCK!

CLEAR 2 LEVELS ON DONKEY KONG
GET 3 STRIKES IN ROW ON STRIKES N’ SPARES

WASTE A SCORPION ON CENTIPEDE

GET A MULTI-BALL ON TERMINATOR 2

GET TO THE HAMMER TOSS ON TRACK N FIELD



WED APRIL 1 - House of TARG 
presents: Caleigh’s Birthday 
Bash featuring SLUMLORD, 
CHLOROFORM, BLACK MASK 
BRIGADE & FRESHLY CUT - brunch/
elixir wizard Davey is throwing a punk 
rock bday party for his awesome wife 
& everyone’s invited!

THURS APRIL 2 - House of TARG/
Ottawa Explosion/PBR present: 
ROCK N ROLL HOT DOG PARTY!!! 
Always a great night - DJ’s SKID 
VICIOUS, LUKE NUCLEAR & B-RAD 
spinnin awesome tunes, free hot dogs 
at midnight. NO COVER!!

FRI APRIL 3 - House of TARG/
Beau’s All Natural/Ottawa Explosion 
present: DIVERS (Portland, OR) MASS 
(Toronto, ON) & NIGHTSHADES 
(Ottawa, ON) Get yer fi ll of anthemic 
punk rock & jangly/catchy eerie pop, 
a FRI night at the House of TARG is 
always a night to remember!

SAT APRIL 4 - House of TARG/
Blackwidow Promotions/ABC 
Brewery present: a killer night of Metal 
featuring a lineup curated by Ottawa’s 
top metal promotion company - bang 
your head & throw some serious 
horns with ALLEGAEON (USA), 
PRODUCT OF HATE (USA), SIGNS 
OF CHAOS (Ottawa) & MAOU MINDU 
(Ottawa).

SUN APRIL 5 - House of TARG 
present: TOUGHEN UP! Our weekly 
Sunday night features all games set 
to freeplay mode from 9pm till 2am, 
sweet arcade jams from our resident 
vinyl wizard KJMAXX & guests - 

practice makes perfect!!

WED APRIL 8 - House of TARG 
presents: GARBAGEFACE with 
special guests STREET MEAT & THE 
TENENBAUMS - a mixed bag of 
rock, punk & electronica/rap. Enjoy 
a musical night out with an eclectic 
bunch of manic weirdos.

THURS APRIL 9 - House of TARG/
Spectrasonic present: SCREAMING 
FEMALES (New Jersey indie/punk 
rock), MITSKI (New York indie/rock) 
& DECATHLETE (Ottawa post punk) 
- Spectrasonic delivers - don’t miss 
this show.

FRI APRIL 10 - House of TARG/
Beau’s All Natural present: HERVANA 
- Toronto’s all grrrrl NIRVANA cover 
b& with special guests BONNIE 
DOON (Ottawa spooky beach pop) 
& KINGS QUEST (Lo-fi  shoegaze 
dream pop) - highly anticipated, can’t 
wait!!!

SAT APRIL 11 - House of TARG/ABC 
Brewery presents: CAMP RADIO 
w/sg TERRIBLE LIARS & YUMA 
COUNTY - a start studded bill of 
Ottawa talent celebrating birthdays 
for Tron-y O & Brendan, friends of 
TARG - come experience the talent 
our city has to offer - rock with a hint 
of folk, stacked bill!!

SUN APRIL 12 - TOUGHEN UP!! 
Freeplay Sundays are the place to 
be, practice your pinball/arcade 
skills, hang with your buds, have a 
couple suds. Everybody wins. Might 
as well go for a soda?

A GUIDE TO ALL THE CONCERTS TAKING 
PLACE AT HOUSE OF TARG THIS APRIL.

WED APRIL 15 - House of TARG 
presents: THE MOTHERFUCKERS 
(Calgary), MACHINE GUN 
DOLLY, SLIM & POPULAR, DEAD 
PEASANTS REVOLT & SHOOTIN 
BLANKS - the fi rst night of our one 
year anniversary celebration begins 
with this stellar punk bill/lineup - 5 
b&s, 5 bux!!

THURS APRIL 16 - House of TARG/
FWYS/PBR present: a night of SKA 
music!! Enjoy a wonderful night 
of live SKA tunes with SUITS & 
TOQUES + BLACK MASK BRIGADE 
& skank the night away to killer 
jams spun by some of Ottawa’s 
best SKA dj’s - our second night of 
anniversary celebrations, the dream 
is alive & crucial!!

FRI APRIL 17 - House of TARG 
presents - ONE YEAR OF TARG!!! 
Come out & help us celebrate our 
offi cial one year anniversary - it’s 
hard to believe that we have been 
operating for a year, we have 
secured some of the country’s best 
rock n roll including a headlining 
performance by PUBLIC ANIMAL 
(feat legendary guitarist/producer 
IAN BLURTON) with guests 
MOTHERS CHILDREN (Ottawa) & 
FIRST BASE (Toronto).

SAT APRIL 18 - House of TARG/
ABC Brewery present: Part 3 of our 
anniversary weekend - An intimate 
evening with Ottawa supergroup 
THE REVERB SYNDICATE who 
are celebrating the release of their 
brand new record ODYSSEY, a 
64 bit masterpiece of surf-spy-
go-go fun - joined by THE SIR 
JOHN A. MACDONALDS & R&Y 
SHENANIGANS - instruMENTAL!!!

SUN APRIL 19 - Another 
FREEPLAY Sunday night preceded 
by a IFPA sanctioned Pinball 
Tournament - Head to Head 2/3 
strike knockout formula, All ages/
Skill levels welcome - tournament 

starts at noon (get some brunch in 
ya bud) & win some sweet prizes! 
TOUGHEN UP! begins at 9pm & goes 
till 2am as usual!!

THURS APRIL 23 - House of TARG 
presents: The BRAT ATTACK tour 
fundraiser show - well looks like 
Davey is off to tour Europe with his 
band in support of their new record, 
come on out & enjoy a night of great 
bands & help them raise some dough 
for their travel expenses. DIY & 
crucial.

FRI APRIL 24TH - House of TARG/
Spectrasonic/Beau’s All Natural 
present: DAVID HAUSE (Philadelphia 
folk/rock) with special guest KALLE 
MATTSON & more! Let’s keep things 
civilized - no earplugs required for this 
one!

SAT APRIL 25 - House of TARG/
ABC Brewery present: BLOODSHOT 
BILL with very special guests 
BEARSHARK. A rare performance 
by the legendary one man show 
that’s got it all - fans of psychobilly & 
garage/blues will certainly not forget 
this evening - Gold!!!

SUN APRIL 26 - TOUGHEN UP! 
Freeplay. Pinball. Arcade. Jams. Do it. 
our favourite night of the week!!

TUE APRIL 28 - House of TARG/
CKCU FM present: THE ZOOBOMBS 
(Japan) with special guests THE 
GLORIOUS MOONROCKETS & more. 
Two of the most animated bands 
bring their crazy show to TARG on a 
TUE night - 5 bucks to see a band 
from Japan? Why the hell not!!! Do 
not miss - these acts are amazing!!

THURS APRIL 30 - House of TARG/
PBR present: JERRY LEGER with 
special guests REY SABATIN & SLO 
TOM. A nice mellow night of singer/
songwriter action to get you ready for 
the weekend - a TARG TREAT!!!



You will need a canned food item, can opener, wooden dowel rod 
(approx 24 in long), Styrofoam ball, tube sock, pipe cleaner & glue. 

STEP ONE
Peel the label off the can and take 
the top and bottom lids off. Eat 
whatever was inside… 

STEP THREE
Pull the sock over Styrofoam ball, 
twist pipe cleaner under the ball to 
make arms & slide the empty can 
into the bottom of the sock & glue. 

STEP FIVE
Make your puppet some 
friends! Have a party. These 
puppets go up and down. 
Hold the bottom of the can 
and push the stick up and 
down. Have fun kids & bring 
your creations to TARG... 
Puppets love pinball.

STEP TWO
Put the Styrofoam ball on the stick.

STEP FOUR
Decorate!  

VISIT MISS P:
www.quintronandmisspussycat.com



CELEBRATE YEAR ONE OF TARG AT THE FOLLOWING KILLER 
EVENTS TAKING PLACE DURING OUR ANNIVERSARY WEEK

WED APRIL 15 - SUN APRIL 19.

Bleak Life is an annual 3 day music festival featuring local & 
international punk bands representing the full spectrum of the 
genre. This 2nd installment of the festival takes place at TARG 

& a couple of other DIY house venues. 
Visit www.houseoftarg.com for weekend pass info.



NEW PEROGI 
LAUNCH
To celebrate 
our YEAR ONE 
anniversary we 
will be introducing 
a new perogi. We 
don’t want to LEEK 
to much info about 
this top secret 
menu item but we 
can assure you 
it will be SWEET! 
First fl ight into 
mouth holes will be 
April 17.

TOUGHEN UP FREEPLAY 
SUNDAY - AFTER 9PM

Every Sunday with DJ KJ MAXX. 
Get all the free pinball & classic 
arcade gaming you can handle 

for just 5 measly dollar.
Sleezy 70’s rock & glorious 

pinball... it’s no wonder Sunday 
is our favourite day of the week.

WELCOME TOP SHELF 
PRESERVES
Wizard Mark is always on the 
hunt for unique local products 
to help our Elixir Wizards create 
excellent potions. Top Shelf 
Preserves is a smallbatch craft 
canning company that now 
supplies us with green beans for 
our Fire Kitty Caesars & insanely 
delicious maraschino cherries for 
Manhattans & Shirley Temples.

FAREWELL KRAUT PEROGI
Ok it’s not that dramatic but as of April 17 our Kraut 
perogi will be accepting early retirement in order 
to make room for a younger more exciting perogi. 
Thanks for the good times Kraut you had a great run.
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GIANT BEERS ALERT!
PBR QUARTS $7
Every Thursday we offer 
PBR quarts for just $7. These 
humongous bottles are only 
available once a week because 
we don’t want any of you 
potential pinball champs to strain 
your supple wrists with all the 
heavy lifting.

THE MOST HANDSOME BEER IN THE WORLD
A Steve Adamyk Band record cover is now a bottle 
label for RHYME & REASON EXTRA PALE ALE. 
Collective Arts is a brewery that brings together art & 
brewing through the sociability of craft beer.They are 
doing some really creative things over there. Check 
out our fridge for some of their awesome brews. We 
can’t wait to get the Adamyk bottles at TARG because 
rumour has it, after a few of these everyone turns into 
a babe.

EXPLORE ALL THE 
WONDERS OF ANCIENT 

BAGHDAD
Tales of the Arabian Nights is a 

1996 Williams machine featuring a 
super fun “Genie Bash” toy. This is 

a highly sought after game and 
we are stoked to have it on 

location early this month.



THE VALLEY DIMPLE
You may have noticed dents in your cans of beer. It’s our proprietary 
drinking technology that optimizes the fl ow of liquid to you throat 
and provides a luxurious perch for your lip. It’s the dent that gets 
you bent.

PARK A PINT
Our booze valet service at the front desk provides a convenient way 
to stash your drink while you go out for some fresh air. All you have 
to do is remember your number (which becomes more challenging 
as the nite goes on.)

YELLING INTO THE MIC AT YOU 
”Peter Peter Perogi eater, Yer perogies are ready”. Cold perogies 
suck. That’s why we constantly nag you over the P.A. system to 
come get your food. We love it when you give us fake and funny 
names.

KICK ASS GAMES
Our operators work really hard to curate the games we have on 
location. In YEAR ONE they brought in 34 Classic Arcade games 
& 37 Pinball machines. We love that our collection is eclectic and 
always changing. 

BEST TARG THINGS
SOME STUFF WE ARE PROUD OF FROM YEAR ONE.

USING KITTY LITTER INSTEAD OF ROCK SALT
Keeping the front door safe during the winter has been a 
challenge so there was a lot of experimentation. Kitty litter mixed 
with melted snow creates a sinister slurry hell bent on destroying 
pants and producing a monumental mess. It caused our introverted 
cleaning wizard Jim to invent superlatives never uttered on earth 
before.

STAFF DOO WOP BAND 
After FreePlay Sunday, for about a month, some of the wizards 
would get together to practice the Beach Boys classic “Barbara 
Anne” for a Boy Band A Capella group called “The Four Douches”. 
Tiny attention spans & lack of vocal talent eventual put a bullet into 
this project, consider yourself lucky.

BACON WRAPPED URINAL PUCKS 
This terrible idea actually got to the prototyping stage but was 
quickly abandoned when the question “why?” was introduced.

THE PEROGI MACHINE
For the fi rst few month we couldn’t keep up with the demand for 
perogies so we bought a really expensive giant machine to solve 
the problem. When it fi nally arrived a new insurmountable problem 
reared its ugly head… “How do you use this freakin’ contraption?” 
Upside is that since day one all of our perogies continue to be 
handmade... lovingly prepared by the Punx.

CLIMATE CONTROL... NOT
Remember the fi rst part of summer? It was Hot At H.O.T. It 
wasn’t uncommon for patrons to lose up to 10lbs a nite. Some 
staff sustained chest lacerations from sticking electric fans up 
their shirts. We briefl y considered changing the business model 
to Pinball, Perogies & Scandinavian Steam Bath but went with 
replacing the entire HVAC system instead.

WORST TARG FAILS
SOME STUFF WE AREN’T PROUD OF. THANKS FOR YER PATIENCE!








